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We live in a world that is desperate for different.  Our 
movies follow familiar plot movements.  Our songs feature 
the same chord structures or lyrical concepts.  Our clothing 
styles mirror what our friends wear.  Regrettably, despite 
our individual quests to “stand out” and “be noticed,” often, 
we end up “just like everyone else”:  ignored and forgotten.

At Skylight, we recognize that you are different—and 
we applaud that.  We crave your originality.  We covet 
your individuality.  And make no mistake:  We are in the 
business of making it personal—for you. 

For over 100 years, we have flourished because we know 
that relationships are critical to success.  We invest in you, 
and, in turn, you invest in others.  It really is that simple.

We reject the superficial and the mundane.  Instead, we 
foster the genuine and the memorable. 

We want different—and we hope you do, too. 

Welcome to Skylight Financial Group.



THE FUTURE ISN’T US, IT’S 
WHO’S COMING BEHIND US.



Every institution—from the family to the school to the company—has certain characteristics.  A family can be 
described as friendly or feared.  A school can be labeled rigorous or toxic.  And a company can be considered 
compassionate or cutthroat.   

The adjectives used to describe an institution as a “whole” refer to its climate or culture.  Culture is organic and 
dynamic.  It is alive and it is fragile.  It depends on each of us—on our beliefs, our attitudes, and our actions.  
People create culture and influence the atmosphere for better—or for worse. 

So, what does our culture look like?  What does it look like when an organization set on making it personal invests 
in the lives of its associates and encourages its people to be who they really are?  Well, it looks like success. 

Following an extensive list of wooden rules (or a set of flashy, shallow mantras) doesn’t create or sustain our 
culture here at Skylight.  No.  No!  We’ve developed our atmosphere by attracting unique and memorable 
people.  That’s our secret:  we focus on making it personal with the right people. 

With the right people, we have flourished for over 100 years.  With the right people, we have established a 
winning culture focused on three basic principles:  Collaboration, Community, and Connection. 

The following pages provide a glimpse of what Skylight is all about—and what Collaboration, Community, and 
Connection mean to us.  Ultimately, Skylight culture isn’t just you, or me.  It’s us.  And we’re “Making It Personal.”

THE SKYLIGHT CULTURE:
WHAT WE ARE



Relationships, as you know, take time and effort to develop 
so we see this as a long-term initiative which requires 
patience and a systematic approach. The financial 
payback, however, will be much greater in the long term. 

Relationship marketing is about relating and engaging 
at a personal level. Getting to know your clients in an 
in-depth way and letting them get to know you. It’s about 
understanding what’s important to your clients in terms 
of their interests, goals and aspirations. Nurturing an 
enduring relationship takes effort by both parties with a 
strong emphasis being placed on reciprocity and mutual 
engagement. What we are aiming for goes beyond 
a business relationship towards a personal and close 
relationship, the kind you would have with a good friend. 

Two key take-home messages from this guide are to 
differentiate yourself and to keep in close contact with 
your clients. Firstly, differentiating yourself is key. In these 
competitive times, having a good level of competency isn’t 
enough to separate you from the crowd – you need to be 
distinctive and memorable. Secondly, we like to think of 
marketing rather like a contact sport in that you need to 
stay in contact with your clients on a regular basis and it 
needs to be personal, i.e. face-to-face rather than by email 
or text. 

Paul Fox & Mike Connole
MANAGING PARTNERS



COLLABORATION.
COMMUNITY.
CONNECTION.



We are a team.  Period.  Yes, we champion individuality 
and personality.  But, like the human body, our sum 
is much greater than the individual parts.  Through 
collaboration, we arrive at better answers and solutions 
for our clients (and us).  We make it personal for each 
individual within the Skylight family.  We make it personal 
for everyone, and each person then brings that individual 
“difference” to the family.  Each of us shares with one 
another; each of us cares with one another.  It’s just who 
we are; it’s just us being us.  This is how we’ve established 
our culture.  We’ve learned to trust one another—and how 
we’ve learned to grow with one another. 

OUR CULTURE: 
COLLABORATION



“It has been a privilege to help my clients sleep better knowing 
that their affairs are in order. We provide a safe place for them to 
share their innermost thoughts. With focused listening skills, we 

develop clarity which gives clients a sense of accomplishment with 
meaningful results.”

MICHAEL KESSLING, SR.
FINANCIAL PLANNER

“No person will make a great business all by themselves. Rest 
assured knowing that Skylight provides a plethora of resources to 
allow you to focus on what you do best and not worry about the 

rest. Skylight isn’t just a place to work. Skylight is an experience.”

TRISHA RUTHERFORD
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, SOUTHERN OHIO

“What separates us from the rest has been the ability to form 
strong, long-lasting relationships with our clients. Here at 

Skylight, we go past the traditional client-planner relationship 
and really get to know our clients on a personal level. We pride 

ourselves on becoming part of their story.”

SHANE EDWARDS
FINANCIAL PLANNER

WATER COOLER TALK...

“It’s truly a mentoring atmosphere and everyone’s door 
is always open. When you’re new and you show people 

you’re willing to put time in, the experienced team 
members will seek you out to give advice.”  

SARA CANTERBURY
FINANCIAL PLANNER

“I make myself available to the younger planners because 
Skylight is truly a collaborative environment. If you are 

willing to learn, open to listening and remarkably sincere, 
you will give yourself a serious chance at success.”

KENNETH VINIKOFF
FINANCIAL PLANNER

“Skylight isn’t about pushing products or forcing anyone down 
a path. The management team has incredible vision for the 

industry and where the firm should go. They provide you with all 
the tools to grow your business and help you succeed.”  

JEFF ZEMITO
FINANCIAL PLANNER + PARTNER



“I tell aspiring planners that it’s not going to be easy. The first few 
years you’re going to make less than your peer group. And more 

will be asked of you. You are a business owner, you are not an 
employee. But if you do the right things over time, the future will 

provide more for you than you could ever imagine.”  

RYAN PUCKETT
FINANCIAL PLANNER + PARTNER

“Skylight offers financial planners the opportunity to build a 
business and provides every resource imaginable. For those who 
view themselves as entrepreneurs, you couldn’t ask for a better 

work environment.”

DANIEL BRAVO
FINANCIAL PLANNER

“The merger of Toledo, Cincinnati, and Columbus with 
Skylight Financial Group in Cleveland created added 
synergy and expertise helping us provide even better 
services for our clients. I’m proud to be a part of the 

Skylight Financial Group team and look forward to what 
the future brings!”

ANGIE WINGERD
FINANCIAL PLANNER



“If someone says to us, ‘who’s your 

competition?’ we always say we don’t 

have competition. Then they think we’re 

being smart-asses. Before someone 

makes that judgement, let us explain 

who we are and what we do. Skylight is 

not just a bunch of people who share an 

address. We work collaboratively. We 

are a group of people who are experts 

on a wide array of practice areas. 

When we do explain the breadth of 

what we do and then we ask them who 

they think our competition is, they’ll 

say, ‘you have no competition.’ That’s 

what makes us different.”

 

– DAN BRENNAN
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER



THERE ARE TWO REASONS PEOPLE PLAN...

THEY OWE SOMEONE AND 
THEY HAVE TO.

OR THEY LOVE SOMEONE 
AND THEY WANT TO.



We like to think about relationship building as a journey comprised of four defining stages. It’s only a very select 

number of relationships that make it to the end of that journey. The journey begins with awareness, moves to 

friendly, then to friends and culminating as being “part of the story.”

RELATIONSHIPS DON’T FORM OVERNIGHT. 
THEY TAKE SUSTAINED EFFORT AND COMMITMENT. 



We’re a family—a big family.  Not only do we 
collaborate internally with other members of our team, 
but we also work with the community.  We value our 
community.  We honor our clients.  We are humbled 
and privileged to serve others.  We are proud to use our 
talents for others’ benefit, and we are thankful that we 
can provide our services to members in our community.  
We don’t serve in a vacuum; we are personally invested 
in the community because it is not just “theirs”; it is ours.  
This is just another way that Skylight focuses on putting 
our clients at the center of everything we do.

OUR CULTURE: 
COMMUNITY



We feel we have an 

obligation to send 

messages to the 

community by raising 

the flag. If a university 

comes, we fly their 

flag. If a foreign 

dignitary is in town, 

we fly their flag. If it’s 

Game 7 of the NBA 

Finals, we fly the 

Cavaliers flag.





COLLABORATION. COMMUNITY. CONNECTION. 



We’re not just about collaborating with others and 
serving our community.  We’re part of a larger story—a 
gripping narrative—that unites the present and the 
future with the renowned past of Skylight.  Our 
company carries a proud, resilient name—one that 
has withstood times of economic distress and struggle.  
Skylight is trusted because of its personal touch, and 
we’re honored to be the link that connects our historic 
past to whatever lies ahead in our not-too-distant future.  

OUR CULTURE: 
CONNECTION



While a high level of competency is always valued and expected in a Skylight financial planner, the ability to 
systematically form deep and meaningful relationships with our clients trumps competency 100% of the time.



...YOU CAN BE INDEPENDENT 
WITHOUT BEING ALONE.

IT’S TOUGH BEING A BUSINESS OWNER, 
BUT AT SKYLIGHT...



If you were to hear the name Charles Lindbergh, you would 
instantly recognize it and recount that he made the first solo 
non-stop flight across the Atlantic Ocean. If you were to hear 
the name Amelia Earhart, you would again instantly know her 
and associate her with being the first female pilot to fly solo 
across the Atlantic. 

If you were to hear the name Clarence Chamberlin, you 
would most certainly draw a blank and ask “who’s he?” Well, 
Clarence Chamberlain was the second man to fly solo across 
the Atlantic. While Charles Lindbergh shot from virtual 
obscurity to instantaneous world fame, history has forgotten 
Clarence Chamberlin. 

So why was Charles Lindbergh remembered? He was the first. 

And why was Amelia Earhart remembered? She was different. 

Why was Clarence Chamberlin forgotten? He wasn’t the first 
and he wasn’t different. 

Let’s apply this to our market. Think about how we can own it. 
It’s more difficult to be first, therefore our focus will need to be 
on being different. 



AT SKYLIGHT, MINDSET IS EVERYTHING.

“The best way to do it , is to do it.”  
AMELIA EARHART

AMERICAN AVIATOR



VISION WITH A VIEW



COLLABORATION. COMMUNITY. CONNECTION. 



When we think of a skylight, we think happy thoughts.  We 
picture dim rooms illuminated by golden rays shining through an 
opening above our heads.  We think of light—and all its clichéd 
connotations.  And that’s okay with us.

At Skylight Financial Group, we’re proud to associate with that ceiling 
window because a skylight uplifts.  It provides hope.  It provides joy.  
That’s what we’re about—and why we’re focused on putting our clients 
at the center of everything we do.



It seems fitting that Navy SEAL training is ideal 
preparation of business ownership. Commitment 
and attitude is the name of the game for the Navy 
SEAL Teams. They know their capacity to perform 
at high levels drops substantially the minute any 
doubt enters their minds. If you have any desire to 
break into the extraordinary category, you need to 
let go of any normal parameters that can restrain 
an average employee’s way of thinking. 

Skylight values the same pillars of excellence that 
the Navy SEALs demand. Navy SEALs never 
“just wing it.” Before they deploy for a mission, they 
play out every possible scenario and plan for any 
outcome. They are truly ready for anything that 
they’ll face. Skylight associates adopt the same 
level of planning with their business. We believe 
in helping you take the time to prepare for every 
outcome you could face in your business. No matter 
what you had to confront, you’d always be acting 
from a position of strength and preparedness. 
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